
German Food, Articles of Daily Use and 
Feed Code of September 1, 2005 (LFGB), 

Section 30 and 31 with amendments    
Cert. nº: NGBHG2105765601

Certifications

Cert. nº: NGBHG2103689702 & 
NGBHG1905955601



Bottles

75 cl      60 cl      35 cl      

Ceramic inner lining.
Double wall with intermediate insulation.

304 food grade steel.
BPA free.

Non-slip rubber base.
24 hours cold – 12 hours hot.



Cup

Runbott cup thermo glass designed for daily 
use. It allows you to drink your coffee, 

infusion or chocolate keeping it hot for up to 
12 hours thanks to its double wall insulation. 

Your best travel companion also during a 
warm summer day, keeping your smoothie, 

iced tea or fruit juice cold for up to 24 hours.

35 cl      



Lunch

56 cl      

Double wall with intermediate insulation.
304 food grade steel.
Non-slip rubber base.

BPA free.
8 hours cold – 6 hours hot Approx*

*Depending on the quantity and temperature of the content.

Runbott thermo lunch box, 
made of stainless steel, dou-

ble-walled and with a BPA Free 
inner bowl for transporting 

solid and liquid food. The 
double-walled vacuum 

chamber increases thermal 
insulation by slowing down the 
change in temperature inside. 
Food will keep its temperature 

longer.



Bottle 35 cl

Sport Cup

The Runbott by Cambrass, experience a drinking revolution for your 
little ones. Ideal for trips to the park, walks up the mountain or days 
at the beach, their refreshments will be easily accessible, remain spill 
proof and kept at the desired temperatures. The hygienic mouthpiece, 
made from TPU, and the ergonomically-designed side grip guarantees 
ease of use and mobility. 
Technical advances in the Runbott's ceramic coating and double wall 
insulation not only provide temperature stability, but also ensures that 
metallic or residual flavors, will not spoil new culinary tastes. 



Exhibitor

Accessories

Sport cap Infuser cap Cup cap

Neoprene cover


